EXPERIENCE
PROFESSIONAL-GRADE
PEACE OF MIND.
For the ultimate confidence in your pool equipment, choose the tools the professionals use—the
industry-leading pool products in the Hayward® Expert Line. These advanced solutions feature innovative
technologies and longer-lasting warranties—so once they’re installed, all you have to do is enjoy.

PUMP UP THE ENERGY SAVINGS.
Enjoy unparalleled energy efficiency with our extended
selection of Expert Line pumps. TriStar VS 900 saves
up to 90% on energy costs, while TriStar VS 950
offers the same savings plus added power for larger pools.
MaxFlo VS 500 is an attractive upgrade for basic 230V or 115V
single-speed pumps, and all Expert Line pumps feature a
Viton® seal for added durability.

TRISTAR® VS 950
SP32950VSP

TRISTAR® VS 900
SP32900VSP

MAXFLO VS™ 500

SP23520VSP | SP23510VSP

THE COST-EFFICIENT WAY TO KEEP YOUR POOL WARM.

SUMMIT XL

The Summit XL heat pump quietly and efficiently maintains a pre-set temperature so that
your pool is always ready to enjoy. Hayward’s AHRI-certified heat pump technology ensures
superior value, reliability and efficiency, reducing energy consumption season after season.

SUMXL112 | SUMXL140

SOFTER, SAFER WATER WITHOUT HARSH CHEMICALS.
Salt chlorination creates the softest, silkiest water you’ve ever
experienced, and our easy-to-install AquaRite 900 system
minimizes maintenance with a cell that lasts 25% longer.
HydroRite UVO 3 is an innovative secondary sanitization system
that combines UV, ozone and advanced oxidants to create the
safest, purest water possible.

AQUARITE® 900 WITH
EXTENDED LIFE TURBOCELL®
AQR940 | AQR925

HYDRORITE ™ UVO 3
HYD-UVO

INDUSTRY-LEADING CLEANERS FOR EVERY POOL.
TRIVAC® 700
TVP700C

NAVIGATOR® V-FLEX®
HSC925CC | HSC925CV

AQUANAUT® 450
PBS42CST

Take the work out of maintaining a sparkling clean pool with
Hayward’s wide range of automatic cleaners, including our new
TriVac 700—the only pressure cleaner on the market that skims
the water’s surface. The AquaNaut 450 features 4-wheel drive
for unmatched mobility, while all Hayward Expert Line suction
cleaners use V-Flex technology to virtually eliminate clogging.

POOLVAC™ V-FLEX®

HSC2025CC | HSC2025CV
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